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Abstract
MapBase is a laboratory information system
that has been supporting a high-throughput
genome-mapping operation for the last three
years. We chose to build MapBase around
a C++-based OODBMS because, like CAD,
CASE, and GIS applications, MapBase must
be able to represent complex data and operations while providing fast response.
However, MapBase also turned out to share
many characteristics of classical information
systems: it provides a central repository of
carefully administered, mission-critical
data
used by clients written in many languages and
running on a variety of hardware. In addition,
our laboratory emphasizes continuous process
re-engineering, with the result that MapBase’s
schema must evolve rapidly in order to reflect
the current experimental workflow.
We discuss how the technical characteristics
of our OODBMS interacted with our requirements to form MapBase’s current architec*This work was supported by funds from the National Institutes
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Introduction

A high-throughput
laboratory project is characterized
by large numbers of similar experiments organized into
a production line. For example, the genome-mapping
projects at the Whitehead Institute/MIT
Center for
Genome Research require millions of experiments to
determine the location of short DNA sequences, called
markers, on the chromosomes of an organism.
As
another example, [12] describes a high-throughput
project to find partial DNA sequences of expressed
genes, so-called expressed sequence tags. This project
reads the DNA sequences of approximately 2000 expressed sequence tags per month, and hopes to increase this rate by an order of magnitude.
Such high-throughput
laboratory projects require
a laboratory information system to manage laboratory work&w and experimental results.
MapBase
is the database component of a laboratory information system that has been supporting the genomemapping operations of Whitehead Institute/MIT
Center for Genome Research (Genome Center). In this
paper we focus on MapBase; please see [24] for a description of the information system as whole.
The Genome Center’s genome-mapping efforts resemble a factory production line, in that a short piece
of DNA, s, is found to be a marker by performing on
it a sequence of steps, such as
l
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determining

the DNA sequence of s,

checking to see that the Genome Center has not
already worked with s,

l

determining and purchasing appropriate
cals for further experiments on s,

chemi-

and so forth. Some steps are performed by computer,
and MapBase records the results from each step.
However, there are differences from a real factory production line. Some of the experimental steps
require highly-trained
scientists to interpret results.
Many of the steps are inherently error-prone and sometimes must be re-done, which causes cycles in the
workflow. Also, fewer than half of the potential markers that the Genome Center examines actually turn
out to be suitable as markers.
In addition to managing experimental data, MapBase also stores analyzed results and makes them
available to researchers in laboratories throughout the
world.’
We began work on MapBase in January of 1991, and
put it into production in September of that year. At
the beginning of our work on MapBase, we could not
formulate a complete set of requirements because no
one had ever developed a database to support this kind
of genome-mapping operation. However, after three
years of developing and operating MapBase, we have
formed a clear idea of MapBase’s role in our genomemapping production lines and of the kinds of support
MapBase requires from a database management system (DBMS).
We divide MapBase’s DBMS requirements into
three main groups:
Modeling
Expressiveness
and Performance
MapBase needs to model complex objects such
as DNA sequences, genome maps, and experimental workflow, while still providing acceptable response time. In this requirement MapBase resembles applications such as computersoftware engiaided design, computer-aided
neering, and geographic information systemsapplications that are collectively dubbed “CAz
applications” in [20].
Integrative
Role Like classical information systems,
MapBase must provide a central repository of
carefully administered, mission-critical data. This
data helps integrate the operations of many programs and human activities.
The requirement
that MapBase fill an integrative role implies an
additional need: multi-lingual
access from disparate hardware. Section 3 discusses this need
in more detail.
Schema Evolution
The Genome Center is engaged
in continual process m-engineering as it refines its
‘For some of the biological
contributed please see [S].

results to which MapBase’s

use
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experimental protocols. Consequently, MapBase
requires a schema change (i.e. a change to the set
of C++ classes stored in the database) at least every two months. In addition, the Genome Center
from time to time embarks on new projects. For
example, until recently the Genome Center’s major project involved producing a certain type of
genome map called a genetic-linkage map. However, the Genome Center is now beginning to work
on another type of map, called a physical map,
the construction of which uses different experimental protocols and consequently different kinds
of data.2
In the sequel we discuss these requirements in more
detail, and show how they shaped MapBase’s design.

2

Why

a C++-based

OODBMS?

It was MapBase’s requirement to model complex data
that led us to select an object-oriented database management system (OODBMS). Once we had decided on
an OODBMS we considered Gemstone [6], 02 [16],
ObjectStore [13, 20, 171, ONTOS [19], and VERSANT [28]. W e d eci d ed on a C++-based OODBMS
(that is, one of ObjectStore, ONTOS, or VERSANT)
for the following reasons:
The expressiveness and performance requirements that MapBase displayed resembled those
of the CAz application for which the C++-based
OODBMSs were designed. We also knew that we
would not be storing huge amounts of data-the
Genome Center’s largest instance of MapBase requires about 60 Megabytes of disk space-so we
hoped to be able to keep much of the database
in physical memory. We expected C++-based
databases to perform well under these circumstances.
C++ was becoming the most widely used objectoriented language, which suggested that st least
some of the C++-based OODBMSs would succeed in the marketplace.
We did not want to become locked into any particular vendor (especially in light of the fact that,
in early 1991, object-oriented databases were very
new). We had several C++-based OODBMSs to
choose from, and believed that, if necessary, we
21n its need to accommodate frequent changes in experimental protocols, MapBase differs from some other, well-known,
molecular biology databases, such as GenBank [5], the PIRInternational
Protein Sequence Database [lo], and many others, which act as central repositories of published results from
mnnerous laboratories.

would be able to port MapBase between C++based OODBMSs.
We chose ObjectStore because we judged it to be the
most robust of the C++-based OODBMSs at the time
the choice was made.
Although, as we discuss below, the facilities of ObjectStore do not ideally match MapBase’s DBMS requirements, we continue to believe that our choice of
a C++-based OODBMS was sound. Examples below
illustrate the importance to MapBase of the modeling expressiveness of an OODBMS. In addition, experience suggests that for some applications relational
databases cannot be tuned to deliver adequate performance; in one case with which we are familiar whole
tables had to be moved out of the DBMS to achieve
the necessary performance [21]. This is not to say that
developing a laboratory information system around
a relational DBMS is impossible; the expressed sequence tag project mentioned in section 1 built its laboratory information system, ESTDB (Expressed Sequence Tag Data Base), around the Sybase relational
DBMS [15]. SUCh a ch oice involves trade-offs, however:
well-defined design methodologies and strong support
for the database’s integrative role in exchange for less
modeling expressiveness and less opportunity to tune
performance by modifying data representations.

3

MapBase

System

Figure 1: Initial

System Architecture

for MapBase.

We also had to provide our own logging because
the first version of ObjectStore that we used provided no support for schema evolution. Whenever
we modified the storage layout of a C++ class we
had to re-load the database. (The current version
of ObjectStore supports schema evolution, but,
because we had already developed our own procedures for schema evolution, we have not used
ObjectStore schema-evolution facilities.)

Architecture

We were unable to achieve multi-user performance
on MapBase’s workload that satisfied our requirements, probably due to concurrency hot spots in
low-level storage allocation routines. (We understand that this problem will be fixed in the next
release of ObjectStore.)

We initially hoped to use a system architecture similar
to the one represented in figure 1, in which a number of
ObjectStore clients executing on various computers in
a network would interact concurrently with MapBase.
Some clients would provide data entry and interaction
with lab personnel, others would perform automatic
data analysis needed as part of the experimental protocol, and still others would disseminate analyzed results to biologists in other laboratories.
In this architecture, the ObjectStore server and its
clients communicate by sending pages of binary data
to each other.
Several considerations made the architecture of figure 1 impractical:

Most programs that we use cannot be written in
C++ as ObjectStore clients, for a variety of reasons:
0

1. Although ObjectStore provides atomic transactions, it provides no roll-forward recovery procedure whereby a snapshot backup can be brought
up to date by applying logs of transactions committed since the backup.* Consequently we had
to provide our own logging.
3This diagram suppress some detail.
In particular,
in addition to the ObjectStore
server, other ObjectStore processes
manage paging files on machines running ObjectStore clients.
*&&forward
recovery
is planned for ObjectStore
Release 4 [18]
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Some users need a particular interface. For
example, most of the Genome Center’s biologists and lab technicians are already familiar with Macintoshes and Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Consequently, to minimize
learning time and maximize user acceptance,
the Genome Center uses Excel running on
Macintoshes for much data entry. In fact, we
initially provided special-purpose data-entry
application programs. However, biologists
and lab technicians preferred to first enter
their lab data into spreadsheets, and then reenter their results into MapBase only when
absolutely necessary for their data to be analyzed by programs connected to MapBase.
Another example is distribution of data to

researchers in other laboratories. E-mail is
a least common denominator: virtually all
researchers have access to it. Therefore we
provide an Email server whereby researchers
in other laboratories can retrieve data from
MapBase.
l

l

l

Some programs were written at another laboratory or even run at remote sites. An example is BLAST, which is used to search for
similarities between MapBase’s marker sequences and sequences in the worldwide sequence database, GenBank [l, 51. BLAST
runs as a an Internet-accessible compute
server on a National Center for Biotechnology Information computer. We use this
server because it is fast and has access to extremely current versions of GenBank data.
Some programs were written at the Genome
Center, but must have an interface that allows them to be used at other laboratories,
and not just with MapBase. An example
is MAPMAKER,
one of the programs the
Genome Center uses to assemble markers
into a genome map [14].

Figure 2: MapBase System Architecture.

Some programs are less demanding or are
exploratory, and can be written in a language, such as LISP or Perl, that is terser
than C++.
Programs for “data dredging”
or “data mining” [26] fall into this category.
An example would be a program to analyze
workflow loops due to reworked experimental
steps.

In addition to these three main considerations, an ancillary consideration was the fact that, in and of iaself, the architecture of figure 1 offers no application
program interface at a logical level. C++ per se is not
really a data modeling language, and it can be difficult
for application programmers to understand how to use
the data in MapBase. (In contrast, for users of relational DBMSs the logical schema, together with written documentation about database semantics, usually
projects a relatively well-defined and succinct interface for application programs.) Perhaps what is required is better class design and better documentation,
but those seeking to adopt the architecture of figure 1
should be careful to provide a clean, documented interface to database information. Use of C++ by itself
will not necessarily coax developers in that direction
as standard relational database design methodology
would.
5ESTDB [12] also depends heavily
in this case Macintosh HyperCard-for

on off-the-shelfsoftwareuser interfaces.
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Related to this ancillary consideration is the fact
that in the architecture of figure 1 there is no “fire
wall” between applications and the database. Thus an
applications programmer could, for example, inadvertently store unreachable objects or dangling pointers
in the database.
Because of these considerations we adopted the system architecture represented in figure 2. In this architecture, the only ObjectStore client is the MapBase
server, which receives requests from its clients in the
form of text queries posed in a special-purpose query
language. The MapBase server also returns results to
clients in textual form.6
A special-purpose query language is necessary because ObjectStore provides essentially no interactive
query language.7 We did not want to have to add a
unique interface for each application that could not
be tightly integrated with the MapBase server, so we
constructed a query language.
The architecture depicted m figure 2 addresses all
of the considerations enumerated above.
6Queries and results are transmitted
over TCP/IP
sockets.
‘The ObjectStore query expressions described in [ZO] (and
referred to as ObjectStore DML in [lfl) must be embedded in
C++ and compiled.
In the programma tic interface, a WEEkE
clause can be supplied at run time, but it can invoke only a
restricted class of functions (containing only booleancomparison
operators such as >) . The WERE clause cannot, in general, invoke
the operations associated with abstract data types stored in the
database.

The MapBase server writes all updates to a logical
log, which can be reread if roll-forward recovery
is necessary. We have confidence in this scheme
because
l

l

we reload the database from these logs when
the set of C++ classes stored in the database
changes, and
we have reloaded the database to correct
coding errors and to recover from corruption
in the stored data structures.

Multi-user performance is not an issue, because
the MapBase server is the only ObjectStore client,
and MapBase enjoys the benefits of ObjectStore’s
excellent single-user performance.
Programs written in any language can communicate with the MapBase server using the specialpurpose query language.
In addition, the query language and its documentation
provide a well-defined application program interface.
I-t is worth noting that our experiences with MapBase
strongly support two of propositions of the Third Generation Database System Manifesto [25]: Proposition
P.l-the
importance of a high-level query languageand Proposition 3.1-the importance of multi-lingual
access.
Like all designs, the one in figure 2 is a compromise,
and there are costs associated with it:
l

l

l

The MapBase server is fairly complex, because it
must maintain connections with all clients, and
buffer partial queries until they are complete.
Furthermore, it has to implement a parser and interpreter for the special-purpose query language.
Each client must parse the query results it receives from the MapBase server. However, we
have Per1 routines for parsing query results, and
most of the Genome Center applications are connected to MapBase via Per1 scripts. For example,
when an Excel spreadsheet sends data to MapBase, it is first received by a Per1 script which
generates the appropriate update statements in
the special-purpose query language. Similarly, the
Email server is written in Perl.
Clients written in C or C++ cannot benefit from
the type information in the MapBase database.
(However, in the current state of the art, Excel spreadsheets and E-mail readers could not use
type information anyway.) More generally, much
of the data-modeling expressiveness for which we
originally chose an OODBMS cannot be transmitted to clients.

Lack of a general, interactive query language is probably the most severe limitation of MapBase’s current
architecture, because we have tended to make only
those schema changes to which our special-purpose
language can be easily adapted, with deleterious effect on MapBase’s class design. The special-purpose
query language depends heavily on the idea of markers
and histories of experimental steps on single markers,
so it has been hard to accommodate new laboratory
protocols that do not involve markers or that involve
steps producing results for more than one marker. Section 6 discusses how we hope to remove this limitation,
as well as others.

4

MapBase’s

Data

Model

The Genome Center runs several instances of MapBase: two for mouse genetic mapping projects, one for
a human physical mapping project, three for various
other projects, and a few for testing. The data model
and schema in each are basically the same. There are
some C++ classes that are stored in the database,
and others that are used only during the execution
of the MapBase server. The mouse database stores
approximately 100 different classes (not counting separately numerous parameterized collection classes), and
the MapBase server uses approximately 40 additional
classes.
Many of the classes stored in the database represent specialized scalar types: for example there is a
class Cent imorgan (derived from Float), which is used
to represent distances between markers. Other classes
represent more complex objects such as text strings
and DNA sequences. Probably the most complex class
in the mouse database is the one that represents assembled genome maps-the result of analyzing all the
experimental data in the mouse database.
The representation of complex objects with complex, user-defined operations is a notable strength of
C++-based OODBMSs such as ObjectStore.
With
the full power of the C++ class system we were able
to define classes that store DNA sequences of arbitrary length, and that provide operations that would
not be available in today’s relational DBMSs. For example, MapBase represents DNA sequences as strings
of the letters A, C, G, T, representing the nucleotide
bases adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine, with
the letter N used to indicate that the base at that POsition could not be experimentally determined.s For
all practical purposes, DNA sequences can be arbitrarily long, making it important to avoid length limits in
their database representation. The longest DNA se
8For a high-level introduction
to molecular
which references more detailed treatments.
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genetic% see 121,

quence in MapBase contains over 3000 bases, several
times the maximum length we expected when we began development.
An example of a user-defined operation implemented in MapBase is reverse complementation. To
obtain the reverse complement of a DNA sequence,
one reverses its order, and then substitutes the nucleotides according to the Watson-Crick base-pairing
rules: G+C and T-A. For example, the reverse complement of GATTCCGGG is CCCGGAATC. Reverse
complementation is an important operation because,
when DNA molecules occur in their usual doublestranded form, each strand is the reverse complement
of the other.
An additional, important advantage of a C++based OODBMS is the ability to use custom representations to tune performance. Consider the following example. A great deal of MapBase’s storage space
is devoted to storing DNA sequences, and MapBase’s
performance depends on keeping as much of the data
in main memory as possible. If we needed to economize on space we could store DNA sequences using
only 3 bits to encode each base rather than the 8 bits
we use in the current implementation. If we have done
our job right in designing the DNA sequence class, its
clients would be oblivious to this change of representation.

5

Workflow
tion

Data

and Schema

cause of two characteristics
mapping operations:

of the Genome Center’s

1. continual process re-engineering and
2. occasional deployment of new processes.
Following are examples of the kinds of changes MapBase must accommodate in response to process reengineering:
In one of the Genome Center mapping operations,
we determine the location of the markers on a map
baaed on the length of the marker in 46 individual
mice. The process of determining the length of a
potential marker in those mice is called “gene
typing”. We recently added a new error-checking
procedure when a lab technician enters genotyping data: when the lab technician cannot resolve
an apparent genotyping error (which is detected
by a “sanity-checking”
routine in the MapBase
server), then the associated marker must be reviewed by a scientist. The scientist then either
(a) changes the genotyping information,
(b) certifies that the genotyping
rect,

is in fact cor-

(c) requests a new genotyping experiment,

or

(d) declares the marker to be useless.
This new checking step required the addition of a
new, special-case query to the MapBase server.

Evolu-

As discussed above, one of MapBase’s key responsibilities is to track the experimental steps performed on
each potential marker. In so doing, MapBase records
the user that entered each experimental result and the
approximate time the step was performed, because
sometimes experiments must be re-done. Normally,
only the most recent experimental result is of interest.
About a quarter of the classes in the mouse database
are derived from a single base class, ProcessStep.
Each instance of one of these ProcessStep
ckwes
records the results of a particular experimental step,
using step-specific attributes whose values are usually
instances of a MapBase scalar class (e.g. Centimorgan)
or a string or DNA sequence class. In the C++ implementation, each marker is associated with an array of
pointers to objects each of whose class is derived from
ProcessStep.
This implementation allows MapBase
to quickly find the most recent experimental results associated with particular markers using a linear search
of each marker’s experimental steps in reverse chronological order.
It is the recording of experimental steps that leads
to MapBase’s need for frequent schema evolution, be-
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The first step in trying to find markers is to
construct a “small-insert library”-a
large set of
small DNA fragments (i.e. no longer than a few
thousand bases), each of which can be checked to
see if it could serve as a marker. In an initial
analysis we concluded that if we found a potential marker in the small-insert library, then there
would be only about a 0.1% chance that we had
previously examined that fragment as a potential marker. However, because of an unanticipated experimental artifact, we found that the actual chance of a potential marker already having
been examined can be as high as 40%. When
we discovered this we very quickly had to add
a duplicate-checking workflow step, because our
mapping project was essentially stalled until we
could screen for duplicates. This new step was implemented as a class derived from ProcessStep.
Workflow refinements, like the first example, are a regularoccurrence.
And because the Genome Center is
using new technology we must compensate for occasional, inevitable missteps such as the problem with
duplicates in the second example.

6

Discussion

MapBase constitutes
a successful application
of
OODBMS technology to an information system with
challenging requirements. However, we would like to
improve on the current design of MapBase by providing
1. a more general query language, and
2. more convenient support for schema evolution.
We discussed above the importance of the MapBase
query language in integrating programs written in
many languages and running on a variety of hardware, and we also discussed some of its limitations.
We actively sought a better query language [ll].
However, promising object query languages such as
C&L++
[9] and O&L [7] do not yet have interpreted implementations.g
We also considered rewriting MapBase for VERSANT, which does offer an interpreted query language [27] that is almost identical
to OQL[C++] (the language used in the OpenOODB
project) [3, 41. SQL3 [23] also shows promise as a
solution to MapBase’s query and data-modeling requirements.
SQL3 permits extension through userdefined classes (“abstract data types” in SQL3 terminology) with inheritance and object identity, and
through user-defined functions coded in another programming language. Presumably SQL3 databases will
inherit from their relational parents an emphasis on
query languages, application program interfaces, and
industrial-strength
data administration facilities. We
expect, in the future, to consider SQL3 databases for
laboratory information systems.
After examining options for providing a more general query language for MapBase we concluded that,
because of the substantial experience the Genome Center has accumulated in developing and maintaining
ObjectStore databases, we would use ObjectStore to
implement a successor to MapBase--one with a much
more general query language. We are currently deploying this successor, which we call LabBase [22]. LabBase was to some extent inspired by CAz applications.
Just as the user of, for example, a CAD database, does
not usually create C++ classes to represent a new type
of gasket or pose queries about it, we would like the
user of a laboratory information system to be able to

represent a new kind of experimental step and pose
queries about it without having to create C++ classes.
LabBase’s query language-non-recursive
datalog
with aggregates-is
more general than MapBase’s.
LabBase also provides a data dictionary in which
users can define new kinds of experimental steps and
new step attributes without modifying the C++-code
in which LabBase is written.
LabBase supports a
data model that generalizes MapBase’s: the central
concepts are material (a generalization of MapBase’s
“marker”) and experimental step. Various predicates
in the LabBase query language allow queries over all
materials of a particular kind, and provide access to
either the most recent steps or to all the steps associated with particular materials. In MapBase, schema
evolution requires modification to the MapBase server
(entailing m-compilation and re-linking), and sometimes modification of the roll-forward logs (either manually or by means of some kind of script). In LabBase, most schema changes (those not requiring a new
built-in primitive type) can be accomplished by adding
new kinds of materials, experimental steps, or step attributes to the data dictionary. Finally, a sufficiently
knowledgeable user could add new primitive types and
operations to a LabBase server by linking in appropriate C++ class and function definitions. Therefore we
hope we have retained some of the advantages of C++
in terms of modeling expressiveness and user-defined
representations.
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